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The start was Poole Head, just off Shore Road, and at midday the
boats were milling around trying to get positioned. This was going
quite well until Stitches decided to run upwind broadside across the
start, obviously a manoeuvre straight out of the racing handbook,
sadly no one else had the book to hand, which resulted in Karenzi
carrying on to strike Stitches just forward of mid ships with a decent
clout, and resulting in Karenzi looping her port jib sheet around the
start buoy! We were close enough even to exchange some pleasant-
ries as sailors are want to do on these occasions. Apart from this the
rest of the fleet took off on a good start towards the first mark, East
Hook.

First to the turn was Lazyjacks closely followed by Briffin, Admiral
Thomas, Ianthe and Wishful. Stitches, Karenzi, Fairwinds 111, and
Dipper got a bit left behind. Karenzi having disappeared eastwards
in an attempt at making East Hook on the advantage tack caught up
a bit on the fleet and turned behind Wishful a few minutes  behind
the main fleet. Fairwinds 111 also headed out eastwards and was

making good progress as one of the smaller boats. Unfortunately
Dipper was bounced by a motor cruiser just off the East Looe chan-
nel and was making poor progress.

After East Hook we had a reach out to the insurance buoy with Lazy-
jacks  stretching out a good lead. Stitches, recovering from the start
fiasco, found her trim and sped through the fleet, surprising us all,
including Paddy (the skipper). Briffin and Admiral Thomas were hav-
ing a private battle, while Ianthe was surprising her skipper with a
fine turn of speed. The faster yachts began to draw away, some of
them were taking this race seriously, whilst trying to give an air of
nonchalance! After the second mark we all made decent speed on
the run back down to Poole Head for the turn to the finish. Lazy-
jacks was ahead by a good distance and Admiral Thomas, Stitches,
Ianthe, and Wishful were neck and neck, Briffin came next followed
by Karenzi with Fairwinds 111 pushing us all from behind.

The final reach to the finish was interestingly close and the
boats rounded the East Hook buoy to finish in the following or-
der. 1. Lazyjacks  2. Admiral Thomas and Ianthe 3. Stitches 4.
Wishful 5. Briffin 6. Karenzi 7. Fairwinds 111 Dipper failed to fin-
ish. After we all gathered at the clubhouse the corrected times
were calculated by Dave Hipkiss, and the Kings Trophy was
awarded by The Commodore. Barry also awarded the much cov-
eted last place "Plunger Trophy", the corrected handicap times
were announced and the positions were as follows:-

1st    1hr 27min  Wishful.                    Keith Colwell
Kings Trophy winner
2nd   1hr 28min   Karenzi.                   Peter Brown
3rd    1hr 34min   Ianthe.                    Keith Pike
4th    1hr 35min   Stitches.                 Paddy Web
5th    1hr 36min   Fairwinds 111.        Petr Kaminski
6th    1hr 37min   Admiral Thomas.    Alan Robertson
7th    1hr 45min   Lazyjacks               Richard Medley
8th    1hr 58 min  Briffin.                    Dave Stares.
Plunger Trophy Winner

Dipper not listed did not finish.          Peter Laird

Thanks to Dave Hipkiss for sorting the handicaps (a bottle of sin-
gle malt has an amazing affect on the placings)

Although Dave Stares was not best pleased with the plunger tro-
phy (don't forget the whiskey next time) I feel that we all had a
great time and look forward to the next race and hope to see a
few more boats taking part.

Cheers, Peter

Sunday 7th June



July Social events. Friday 24th. Junior Members to Brownsea.  Leaving1500 - 1600

Sunday 26th. Treasure Hunt 1400 finish 1800
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CALLING ALL NHYC's FANTASTIC CAKE BAKERS

Please contact me if you are able to make some cakes for the

5th.  JULY. Please let me know the NUMBER & TYPE
gilltripp@hotmail.com

SMALL cakes are preferred as I want a cake stand in the mid-
dle of each table. Cupcakes, butterfly cakes, small chocolate
cakes, mini meringues, flapjacks in small squares, fairy cakes
or scones. If any-one wants to make scones please let me
know as Dave Payne has kindly agreed to donate 1 litre of buttermilk & the clotted cream.

I will be at N.H.Y.C. from 12 noon on the 5th July so cakes can be left during the morning or
from 12 noon. Many thanks as always for your help & support, I look forward to hearing
from you & please claim for your expenses.
Kind Regards
Gill

Gay Kempton writes:-The Ladies from the N.H.Y.C Ladies Group have enjoyed a variety of events during the last
few weeks.  Starting with a Treasure Hunt on Sandbanks where we trooped around with pencil and paper look-
ing for the clues as set by Lesley Gannon.  We finished back at the Clubhouse and enjoyed a fish and chip sup-

per – we couldn’t believe our luck as we had the first really
warm evening of the Summer and were able to sit out on
the deck and watch the sun go down.  Next was our annual
coffee morning at Maureen Hartley’s house where we en-
joyed a scrumptious strawberry and cream gateau!  (we
ladies know how to live!).  Maureen has the most wonder-
ful garden and grows not only beautiful flowers and
shrubs but a huge variety of fruit and vegetables in her
mini allotment.

Finally on the agenda for June, we had an evening making
jewellery.  Always a popular event as Angela comes along
with a fantastic selection of beads and all the tools etc. for
us to make necklaces, bracelets – even beaded rings!  The
biggest problem is how to choose from the wonderful
choice available – every colour you can imagine in all sorts
of shapes and sizes.  Angela has some items ready made
to give us an idea of what to do – not just stringing beads
on a thread but much more intricate designs, the evening
just flew by and we all went home with a lovely piece of
jewellery to enjoy.
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Both  Colin and Bobbie Francis  apart from being excellent anglers and owning a very nice boat,
(which of course I’m not jealous of) are both accomplished musicians. Both teach music around
different schools and they are involved with Dorset Youth Jazz Orchestra.

Saturday afternoon saw a good number of our club members who came to hear the Youth Jazz
Orchestra. It was great to see the event well supported and folk being able to sit out in a warm but
stiff breeze. The best ‘wind’ though was from the youngster’s instruments. They did very well  as
did our club members. In the tradition of the jazz evenings that some of us go to, free to get in but
it’ll cost to get out. (Not really just that a collecting bucket went round.) Club members donated
£107-73p and that goes to the orchestra and helps cover the cost of the music scores.

So, well done the youngsters for their music, thanks to Bobbie and Colin for their work with the
kids and thanks again to N.H.Y.C. Members for their support and their financial contributions.

Don’t Forget… get those cameras out and enter the N.H.Y.C. Jubilee
 Photographic Competition.
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